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Be very aware of dates!  
A lot of what we are - and have been –  
talking about is happening consecutively. 
Hence, your Timeline Project  ☺
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! Jan Tschichold
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Overview
! New Typography: the catch-all term for the modern 

progressive movement in typography of the 1920s

! First used by Moholy-Nagy in 1923: In catalog essay  

that accompanied the Bauhaus exhibition held in  
Weimar that year


! Not just sans serif typeface, 
but overall treatment of space
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Jan Tschichold (1902-1974)
! German (Leipzig)

! Son of lettering artist and sign painter

! Originally worked in calligraphy and eventually became 

involved in field of typography

Jan Tschichold (1902-1974)
! Visited 1923 Bauhaus Exhibition in Weimar


! “The New Typography”

! Machine Aesthetic

Jan Tschichold (1902-1974)
! Visited 1923 Bauhaus Exhibition in Weimar


! “The New Typography”

! Machine Aesthetic


! Profoundly moved by what he saw at the exhibition

! Met (and inspired by) Moholy-Nagy and Lissitzky 



Jan Tschichold (1902-1974)
! Adamant in adapting sans serif lettering as 

representative of the machine age

Jan Tschichold (1902-1974)
! Adamant in adapting sans serif lettering as 

representative of the machine age

! He did not like the assertiveness of Herbert Bayer’s  

universal typeface, which he felt called too much  
attention to individual “artistic” aspects in their  
almost abstract nature.


! BUT Tschichold  
was a strong proponent  
of the abolition of  
upper-case letters 

Jan Tschichold (1902-1974)
! Visited 1923 Bauhaus Exhibition in Weimar


! “The New Typography”

! Machine Aesthetic


! Profoundly moved by what he saw at the exhibition

! Met (and inspired by) Moholy-Nagy and Lissitzky 

! Tschichold soon established himself as a leading voice  
to spread the design (and Socialist ideals) of  
The New Typography 

! Elementary Typography special issue of Typographic News 
! The New Typography:  

The Handbook for the Contemporary Designer
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“Elementary Typography”
! For October 1925 issue of  

Typographische Mitteilungen (Typographic News),  
he designed a 24-page insert entitled  
Elementare Typographie (Elementary Typography) 

! Tschichold set out to establish a standardized set  
of principles for the New Typography that could  
be easily grasped by printers unfamiliar with  
modern art and design 

“Elementary Typography”
! Most printers were still using Textura/Blackletter type  

and symmetrical layouts

! Though Tschichold was not intending to be political (?),  

it was never wholly an aesthetic decision for a German 
designer to choose not to use Textura/Blackletter.


! He also used the Slavic-sounding pseudonym  
Ivan Tschichold to partner himself with  
Russian Constructivism

Nachrichten (Volga German Communist newspaper) masthead 1920

“Elementary Typography”
! Most printers were still using Textura/Blackletter type  

and symmetrical layouts

! Though Tschichold was not intending to be political (?),  

it was never wholly an aesthetic decision for a German 
designer to choose not to use Textura/Blackletter.


! He also used the Slavic-sounding pseudonym  
Ivan (instead of Jan) Tschichold to partner himself with  
Russian Constructivism

Nachrichten (Volga German Communist newspaper) masthead 1920



Jan Tschichold, cover for “Elementare Typographie” of Typographische Mitteilungen,1925 Jan Tschichold, cover for “Elementare Typographie” of Typographische Mitteilungen,1925 Jan Tschichold, cover for “Elementare Typographie” insert, 1925

! sparse functionalism

! flush left headlines

! uneven line length

! sans-serif >  

the new modern type

! lowercase

! white space,  

rules, bars, and boxes  
for structure, balance,  
and emphasis


! objectivity of photography  
(vs. illustration) preferred
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“The New Typography” 

Jan Tschichold, cover for “Die Neue Typographie” book, 1928

“The New Typography” 
“The First English  
  translation of the  
  revolutionary  
  1928 document.”

Cover for “The New Typography” book, English translation, 1955

“The New Typography” 
! Themes repeated from earlier essays from designers 

like Moholy-Nagy and El Lissitzky:

! Significance of speed in modern life

! The artist as engineer

! An absolute goal of clear communication

! Need to integrate typography and photography 

for modern life

! Do work collaboratively instead of individually*

 
*but still individual experimentation for most efficient,  
 universal solution to a problem

! Like Elementary Typography,  
Tschichold SHOWED visual examples  
for his words. 

“The New Typography” 
! Like Elementary Typography,  

Tschichold SHOWED visual examples  
for his words. 

! Audience: designers (and printers) 

! Became a fundamental reference for graphic designers 
both inside and outside the major modern groups

“The New Typography” 



“The liveliness of asymmetry is also an expression 
of our own movement and that of modern life; it is a 
symbol of the changing forms of life in general when 
asymmetrical movement in typography takes the 
place of symmetrical repose. The movement must 
not however degenerate into the unrest or chaos.”

Futurism = asymmetry, but chaos Dada = asymmetry, but chaos

“The New Typography” 
! Embraced Moholy-Nagy’s concept of the typophoto,  

arguing that the integration of typography and 
photography best expressed the modern spirit. 

“The New Typography” 
! Embraced Moholy-Nagy’s concept of typophoto,  

arguing that the integration of typography and 
photography best expressed the modern spirit. 


! Tschichold also believed that the modern photograph 
could only be complemented by sans serif block

! They shared objective and impersonal form,  

which was the most suitable to fight against  
the individuality expressed by the decorative  
old typography

Jan Tschichold, cinema poster for Die Hose (The Trousers), 1927

Jan Tschichold, cinema poster for Die Frau Ohne Namen, Zweiter Teil, offset lithograph, 1927

! March 1933, Nazis arrested him and his wife

! Accused him of being a cultural Bolshevik* and 

creating “un-German” typography


*BOLSHEVIK: a member of the majority faction of the   
 Russian Social Democratic Party, which was renamed the  
 Communist Party after seizing power in the October  
 “Russian Revolution” of 1917.

! March 1933, Nazis arrested him and his wife

! Accused him of being a cultural Bolshevik and creating 

“un-German” typography

! After 6 weeks of protective custody, he was released.  

He quickly took his wife and 4-year-old son and  
fled to Basel, Switzerland, where he worked primarily 
as book designer


! Changed to preference for work in the  
humanist tradition (Renaissance, traditional)  
vs. sans serif



L: Jan Tschichold, brochure cover for the The Pelican History of Art, 1947

R: Jan Tschichold, paperback book cover, 1950

! In 1946, Tschichold wrote that the New Typography’s 
“impatient attitude that conforms to the German bent 
for the absolute and its military will regulate and its 
claim to absolute power reflect those fearful 
components of the German character [that] set loose 
Hitler’s power and the Second World War.”

! Still believed that the New Typography was suitable for 
publicizing industrial products and communication 
about contemporary painting and architecture. 


! Explained the reading long pages of sans serif  
text as “genuine torture”.
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The New Typography: Typeface Design
! Paul Renner • (1878-1956) • German


! Futura

! Eric Gill • (1882-1940) • English


! Gill Sans

! Rudolf Koch • (1876-1934) • German


! Kabel

! Stanley Morrison • (1889-1967) • English


! Times New Roman

The New Typography: Typeface Design
! Paul Renner • (1878-1956) • German 

! Futura 
! Eric Gill • (1882-1940) • English


! Gill Sans

! Rudolf Koch • (1876-1934) • German


! Kabel

! Stanley Morrison • (1889-1967) • English

! Times New Roman

The New Typography: Typeface Design
! Paul Renner 

! During the summer of 1924, Renner started to work 
on what would become a typeface for Bauer foundry 
in Germany

http://12darks.blogspot.com/2009/01/i-love-futura.html, 12 March 11  ^^ modern digital FONT of typeface

! Futura was a very 
important type of the 
time, especially in 
Germany, as it was a 
movement towards  
the modern roman  
letter and a departure 
from the Blackletter/ 
Textura tradition. 


! GEOMETRIC 
perfection 

The New Typography: Typeface Design
! Paul Renner • (1878-1956) • German


! Futura

! Eric Gill • (1882-1940) • English 

! Gill Sans 
! Rudolf Koch • (1876-1934) • German


! Kabel

! Stanley Morrison • (1889-1967) • English

! Times New Roman



The New Typography: Typeface Design
! Eric Gill 

! Many interests from stone masonry to typeface 
design to writing


! In 1925, he accepted challenge of new type  
design by Monotype Corporation

Eric Gill, Gill Sans type family, 1928-30

! Gill Sans created  
a not so mechanical  
look as previous sans 
serif faces because  
proportions stem  
from roman tradition  
of typeface design

The New Typography: Typeface Design
! Paul Renner • (1878-1956) • German


! Futura

! Eric Gill • (1882-1940) • English


! Gill Sans

! Rudolf Koch • (1876-1934) • German 

! Kabel 
! Stanley Morrison • (1889-1967) • English

! Times New Roman

The New Typography: Typeface Design
! Rudolf Koch 

! Begun typeface Kabel in 1925 for the  
Klingspor Foundry. 


! The face was named to honor the newly completed 
trans-Atlantic telephone cable. 

Rudolf Koch, Kabel Light, c. 1928 http://typedia.com/explore/typeface/kabel/, 12 March 11  ^^ modern digital FONT of typeface

! Kabel is a geometric 
sans serif like Futura. 


! It is best characterized 
by its angular stroke 
endings, its Venetian e, 
and its distinctive g*.


*similar to the lowercase g used in  
many Koch designs, including Koch’s 
Antiqua and Wallau.

The New Typography: Typeface Design
! Paul Renner • (1878-1956) • German


! Futura

! Eric Gill • (1882-1940) • English


! Gill Sans

! Rudolf Koch • (1876-1934) • German


! Kabel

! Stanley Morrison • (1889-1967) • English

! Times New Roman

Stanley Morison, Times New Roman, 1932    ^^ modern digital FONT of typeface 
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ISOTYPE
! International System of  

Typographic Picture Education 
! (multiple designers)

! This is the system of representation based on  

simple images that underlies modern signs,  
free of linguistic or cultural barriers and 
immediately understandable by all. 

Otto Neurath (Austrian, 1882-1945). Modern Man in the Making, Knopf, 1939, p. 85.

ISOTYPE
! Otto Neurath (Austrian, 1882-1945) 

! Viennese philosopher, economist and social scientist. 

! Felt that the social and economical changes 

following WWI demanded clear communication to 
assist public understanding of important issues 
related to housing, health, economics.  

ISOTYPE
! Otto Neurath 

! Viennese philosopher, economist and social scientist. 

! Felt that the social and economical changes 

following WWI demanded clear communication to 
assist public understanding of important issues 
related to housing, health, economics.  


! Created a system of elementary pictographs to 
present complex data, especially statistical data 


! COMPLETELY functional with no decorative qualities

Otto Neurath or inspired by
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Other Important Designers
! Harry Beck • (1902-1974) • English


! technical draftsman

! Piet Zwart • (1885-1977) • Dutch


! photographer, typographer, industrial designer

! H.N. Werkman • (1882-1945) • Dutch


! experimental typographer and printer

! Herbert Matter • (1907-1984) • American-Swiss


! graphic designer known for his pioneering use 
of photomontage in commercial art

Other Important Designers
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! photographer, typographer, industrial designer

! H.N. Werkman • (1882-1945) • Dutch


! experimental typographer and printer

! Herbert Matter • (1907-1984) • American-Swiss


! graphic designer known for his pioneering use 
of photomontage in commercial art

Harry Beck
! Map for London Underground 

! Draftsmen

! Submitted unsolicited design proposal that 

replaced geographic fidelity with a  
diagrammatic interpretation

London Underground, 1908 London Underground, 1919

London Underground, 1920 Harry C. Beck, map for London Underground, color lithograph, 1933



London Underground LOGO 
designed by Edward Johnston, c. 1925

Other Important Designers
! Harry Beck • (1902-1974) • English


! technical draftsman

! Piet Zwart • (1885-1977) • Dutch


! photographer, typographer, industrial designer

! H.N. Werkman • (1882-1945) • Dutch


! experimental typographer and printer

! Herbert Matter • (1907-1984) • American-Swiss


! graphic designer known for his pioneering use 
of photomontage in commercial art

Piet Zwart
! Piet Zwart’s is best known for his work that is a playful 

combination of Dada’s vitality and De Stijl’s 
functionalism and formal clarity.

Piet Zwart, Monografieën over Filmkunst book covers, 1931 

Piet Zwart
! Recognizing typography as a powerful cultural force, 

he identified himself as a ‘typotect’--part typographer, 
part architect in that he built a composition with text.

https://collection.cooperhewitt.org/people/18044821/bio Piet Zwart, folder, 1924

Piet Zwart
! Recognizing typography as a powerful cultural force, 

he identified himself as a ‘typotect’--part typographer, 
part architect in that he built a composition with text.


! The main proponents of Zwart's distinct style were:

! strong diagonals

! primary colors

! use of scale

! varying typefaces

! careful asymmetry, rejecting the conventional 

symmetry around a fixed central axis.

https://collection.cooperhewitt.org/people/18044821/bio Piet Zwart, pages from NKF Cableworks Catalogue, 1928

Piet Zwart
! Trained as an architect at the School of Applied Arts  

in Amsterdam.

! He was hired by the architect and De Stijl member  

Jan Wils, from whom he absorbed the abstract, linear, 
and geometric qualities of De Stijl design into his  
own work. 

https://collection.cooperhewitt.org/people/18044821/bio



Piet Zwart, letterhead for Jan Wils, 1921 Piet Zwart, LAGA rubber flooring, folder for Vickers House, 1923

Piet Zwart
! Trained as an architect at the School of Applied Arts  

in Amsterdam.

! He was hired by the architect and De Stijl member  

Jan Wils, from whom he absorbed the abstract, linear, 
and geometric qualities of De Stijl design into his  
own work. 


! He soon rejected some of the movement’s principles, 
notably the emphasis on symmetry, the use of strict 
horizontals and verticals, and the stern dogmatism. 

https://collection.cooperhewitt.org/people/18044821/bio

Piet Zwart
! In addition to De Stijl, Zwart was drawn to other avant-

garde movements, particularly Russian 
Constructivism and Dada. 


! At the forefront of his organization of these elements 
was function. 

! Constructing readable pages was a matter  

of ideology. 

! He wanted to free the reader from the dull 

typography of the past by accentuating words  
in his text.

https://collection.cooperhewitt.org/people/18044821/bio

Piet Zwart
! In addition to De Stijl, Zwart was drawn to other avant-

garde movements, particularly Russian 
Constructivism and Dada. 


! At the forefront of his organization of these elements 
was function. 

! Constructing readable pages was a matter  

of ideology. 

! He wanted to free the reader from the dull 

typography of the past by accentuating words  
in his text.

https://collection.cooperhewitt.org/people/18044821/bio

Piet Zwart
! As working with photographic images became 

increasingly realizable, Zwart embraced the use in  
his compositions.


! He first integrated images in his work in 1926. 

https://collection.cooperhewitt.org/people/18044821/bio

Piet Zwart
! He presented photographs with:


! high contrast 
! as negative images 
! overprinted with colored inks 
! cropped into geometric shapes 

! This created a tension between the two-dimensional 
type and the three-dimensional image. 

https://collection.cooperhewitt.org/people/18044821/bio Piet Zwart, Brochure for Nijgh and van Ditmar, 1931 Piet Zwart, Brochure for Nijgh and van Ditmar, 1931



Piet Zwart
! His experiments with phototypography reached its 

height in the design of the eighty pages long and full 
colour NKF catalogue in which he incorporated close-
up photographs of the electric cables. 

https://collection.cooperhewitt.org/people/18044821/bio Piet Zwart, NKF catalogue, page 58, 59, 1927-1928 Piet Zwart, spread for catalog, 1926

Piet Zwart, Trio-Reclameboek inside-page, 1931 

Piet Zwart
! Also in the 1930s, Piet Zwart was approached  

for the design of "The Book of PTT”,  
which taught schoolchildren how to make  
use of the Dutch postal service. 


! Zwart wanted to tickle the children’s curiosity and  
encourage self-reliance.

https://collection.cooperhewitt.org/people/18044821/bio Piet Zwart, The book of PTT, 1938

Piet Zwart
! Meanwhile Zwart had been fired from the Rotterdam 

Academy of Fine Arts in 1933, after he had been 
explicit about the redevelopment of art education. 

! His progressive ideas had been closely linked to the 
innovative methods and objectives of the Bauhaus 
School in Dessau where he was asked to host a  
number of lessons in 1929.

https://collection.cooperhewitt.org/people/18044821/bio

Piet Zwart
! Arrested in July 1942 and held hostage by the 

Germans during World War II, he concentrated 
afterwards primarily on industrial design.  

! His influence on generations of succeeding designers 
has been greatly recognized and won him the title of 
‘Designer of the Century’ by the Association of Dutch 
Designers in 2000.

https://collection.cooperhewitt.org/people/18044821/bio

Other Important Designers
! Harry Beck • (1902-1974) • English


! technical draftsman

! Piet Zwart • (1885-1977) • Dutch
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! H.N. Werkman • (1882-1945) • Dutch


! experimental typographer and printer

! Herbert Matter • (1907-1984) • American-Swiss


! graphic designer known for his pioneering use 
of photomontage in commercial art



H.N. Werkman
! Dutch designer and printmaker Hendrik Werkman

! Best known for his innovative printing techniques and 

avant-garde typography

-https://yalebooks.yale.edu/book/9780300102901/h-n-werkman H.N. Werkman, pages 2 and 3 from The Next Call, no. 2, January 24, 1924 H.N. Werkman, pages 4 and 5 from The Next Call, no. 2, January 24, 1924

H.N. Werkman
! Werkman founded his own printmaking shop in 1908.

! His self-produced magazine The Next Call was 

published in 1923 and included:

! typographical and other printmaking experiments

! the designer’s own Dadaist poems and texts. 

-https://yalebooks.yale.edu/book/9780300102901/h-n-werkman

H.N. Werkman
! Werkman also developed a printmaking process he 

called “hot printing”: 

! a technique incorporating found materials that 

added repeated design elements 

! directly added on to the paper— 

all without the use of a printing press. 

-https://yalebooks.yale.edu/book/9780300102901/h-n-werkman

H.N. Werkman, Kalendar 1927 (Calendar 1927),  April, 1926

H.N. Werkman
! Publisher of De Blauwe Schuitt, a series of 

underground booklets produced by Jewish  
dissident poets and writers during the Nazi  
occupation of Holland.


! Werkman was imprisoned by German  
secret police in 1945 and executed  
without trial just three days before  
the country’s liberation. 

-https://yalebooks.yale.edu/book/9780300102901/h-n-werkman
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! technical draftsman

! Piet Zwart • (1885-1977) • Dutch
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! H.N. Werkman • (1882-1945) • Dutch


! experimental typographer and printer

! Herbert Matter • (1907-1984) • American-Swiss


! graphic designer known for his pioneering use 
of photomontage in commercial art



Herbert Matter Herbert Matter
! Herbert Matter worked with a number of famous 

designers and artists during his career including

! Fernand Léger

! Le Courbusier 

! Charles and Ray Eames

! Derberny & Peignot

! A.M. Cassandre

! Alexey Brodovitch

Herbert Matter
! His design work often favored a heavy use of 

photography >> 

! Matter was a master of using photomontage, color, 
and typography in an expressive manner,  
transcending the boundaries between art and design.

Herbert Matter
! 1907: born in Engelberg, a Swiss mountain village

! 1925: he attended the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in  

Geneva, Switzerland.

! After two years, the allure of modernism beckoned 

him to Paris. There, the artist attended the  
Academie Moderne.

Herbert Matter
! In the late 1920s and early 1930s in Europe:  

the creative scope of graphic design was boundless. 
! Matter experimented with the camera as both a 

design tool and an expressive form. 

! Inspired by the work of El Lissitzky and Man Ray, 

Matter was intrigued by photograms, as well as the 
magic of collage and montage.

Herbert Matter, Typographisce Monatsblatter 5 Magazine Cover, 1933

Herbert Matter
! 1929: hired as a designer and photographer for the 

legendary Deberny and Peignot type foundry.

! There he learned the nuances of fine typography, 

while he assisted A.M. Cassandre and Le Corbusier. 

! 1932: After being abruptly expelled from France for not 
having the proper papers, he returned to Switzerland. 

Herbert Matter, Poster for Swiss National Tourist Office, 1935-6



Herbert Matter, Poster for Swiss National Tourist Office, 1934 Herbert Matter, 1934                    	 	 	 	 Paula Scher, Swatch Watch poster, 1985

YOU’LL SEE THIS AGAIN  
IN POSTMODERNISM! 
This piece will be appropriated 
for Swatch in the 1980s!

Herbert Matter
! 1936: Matter was offered round-trip passage to the 

United States as payment for his work with a Swiss 
ballet troupe. 

! He spoke little English,  

yet traveled across the United States. 

! When the ballet tour was over, he decided to remain in 

New York. 

! Worked with the Museum of Modern Art (MOMA).

! Worked with Harpers Bazaar and Saks Fifth 

Avenue after meeting Alexey Brodovitch, who had 
been collecting the Swiss travel posters. 

Herbert Matter
! 1936: Matter was offered round-trip passage to the 

United States as payment for his work with a Swiss 
ballet troupe. 

! He spoke little English,  

yet traveled across the United States. 

! When the ballet tour was over, he decided to remain in 

New York. 

! Worked with the Museum of Modern Art (MOMA).

! Worked with Harpers Bazaar and Saks Fifth 

Avenue after meeting Alexey Brodovitch, who had 
been collecting the Swiss travel posters. 

Herbert Matter, Harper's Bazaar Magazine Cover, 1936

Herbert Matter
! During World War II (1939-1945): Made posters for 

Container Corporation of America. 


! 1944: became the design consultant at Knoll, molding 
its graphic identity for over 12 years.


! 1952: he was asked to join the Yale faculty as 
professor of photography and graphic design.


! 1950s and 60s: Part of the forming art scene in NYC, 
counting Jackson Pollock, Willem de Kooning, Franz 
Kline, Philip Guston, and Alberto Giacometti as  
close friends.

Herbert Matter, CCA Advertisement Herbert Matter, Art & Architecture Magazine Cover, 1946 Herbert Matter, Brochures, Knoll Assoc., inc. 1946



Herbert Matter, Knoll Assoc., Inc. Magazine Advertisements, 1956

OVERVIEW 
JAN TSCHICHOLD 
	 > INFLUENCE OF THE BAUHAUS, RUSSIAN CONSTRUCTIVISM,  
                    DESTIJL, DADA & FUTURISM 
	 > TYPOGRAPHIC NEWS: “ELEMENTARY TYPOGRAPHY”  
	 > “THE NEW TYPOGRAPHY” 
TYPEFACE DESIGN 
	 > PAUL RENNER 
	 > ERIC GILL 
	 > RUDOLF KOCH 
	 > STANLEY MORRISON 
ISOTYPE  INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM OF TYPOGRAPHIC PICTURE EDUCATION 
OTHER IMPORTANT DESIGNERS 
	 > HARRY BECK  
	 > PIET ZWART 
	 > H.N. WERKMAN 
	 > HERBERT MATTER

INTRO TO AMERICAN MODERNISM

! (Intro to) American Modernism 
! 1913

! (Intro to) American Modernism 
! 1913 
! 1930s

Early 20th Century
! 1900-1910


! First flight, Einstein’s Theory of Relativity

! 1910-1920


! WWI, Russian Revolution, Prohibition(US),  
Titanic, Spanish flu 

! 1920-30

! The Roaring 20s

! Women’s Suffrage (USA), first silent film,  

Babe Ruth, Mickey Mouse

! 1930-40


! The Great Depression, Nazi regime formed1940-50 
! WWII,  Atomic Bomb, apartheid

VERY BRIEF + 
AMERICAN-FOCUSED

American Modernism
! Before 1930s, dominated by traditional illustration

Image from http://www.michellehenry.fr/advertus.gif Burnett’s Vanilla from Good Housekeeping, April 1921



American Modernism
! Where modernism design introduced: 

! Book design

! Editorial design for fashion

! Business magazines for affluent audiences

! Promotional and corporate graphics

Image from http://www.michellehenry.fr/advertus.gif

American Modernism
! Where modernism design introduced: 

! Book design

! Editorial design for fashion

! Business magazines for affluent audiences

! Promotional and corporate graphics

! Tschichold’s Elementare Typographie

Image from http://www.michellehenry.fr/advertus.gif

American Modernism
! Where modernism design introduced: 

! Book design

! Editorial design for fashion

! Business magazines for affluent audiences

! Promotional and corporate graphics

! Tschichold’s Elementare Typographie 
! Futura and Kabel available in USA

Image from http://www.michellehenry.fr/advertus.gif Lester Beall, posters for Rural Electrification Administration, c. 1937 Lester Beall, poster for Rural Electrification Administration, c. 1937

Alexey Brodovich, Harper’s Bazaar, 1934 Alexey Brodovich and Herbert Matter, Harper’s Bazaar covers, 1940s  Alexander Liberman, Vogue cover art, 1945



e.e. cummings, from Complete Poems: 1904-1962

Looking ahead…

VS.

MODERNIST – Dutch, most well-known work from 1960s-70s

POSTMODERNIST – American, most well-known work from 1990s


